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Chapter 6 

THE EMERGENCE OF 
CURRENT-AFFAIRS PARTICIPATORY TALKSHOWS 

IN TAIWAN 

I "n Taiwan, August 1, 1994, 2100: All People Open Talk (2100 ^tMMM -

Chuen Min Kai Jiang) emerged on Channel 38, one of 50-70 channels 

-available for cabled households1. The title itself, which means literally the 

whole population of 21 million gathering to talk, seemed to suggest a confidence or ambition 

in the program's capability of engaging audiences not only in viewing, but also in joining the 

talk. For TVBS, the television station that programmed it, such a title might sound a bit 

boastful indeed. Established on September 28, 1993 as a satellite station, TVBS was then less 

than one year old, and endeavored very much to win the willing co-operation of various local 

cable operators in order to be able to remain visible, if not competitive. Strangely enough, the 

title seemed self-prophetic in a way, for within half a year the program became so popular that 

according to the Chief-editor of Global Views (Wang 1995), one would feel very much out

dated and poorly-informed if one didn't view 2100 as frequently as possible. Being much 

acknowledged by the press2, the program has inspired seminars or symposiums of many sorts 

with its format of discussion and the open-talk spirit suggested by its title. As a result, 2100, 

though quite a leading program in the TVBS channel, gradually became but one of many 

participatory news talk programs brought to come into being by its quick-built popularity, and 

targeting at national audiences as well. 

The mushrooming of participatory news talk programs on Taiwan television 

following the success of 2100 soon led to the ubiquity of call-in talk programming from dawn 

to dusk, weekdays and weekends, with far greater variations appealing to all possible interests 

and tastes. The term "call-in" became such a fad that the Chinese translation of the term 

according to its pronunciation, which literally means "knock and respond" in Chinese, was 

introduced, rapidly accepted and adopted, and is now a common phrase referring to the unique 

1 Also available for households equipped with "the small ears", i.e. the KU-band satellite dishes, but such cases are 
much fewer in Taiwan. 
2 Reports about 2100, its topics and its guests, appear quite frequently on dailies such as China Times, Economy 
Daily News, and United Daily especially during campaign time. 
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broadcasting phenomenon of the mid-1990s in Taiwan, i.e. the syndrome of "call-in mania" 

(see Wang 1995) extensively recognized and explored by the print media3. Though numerous 

and various in form and nature of application, the use of call-in in informational programming 

has been the far more significant part ofthat mania to which 2100 and its followers all have 

their respective share of contributions, while competing among themselves for popularity, 

even prestige, in the multichannel television system. 

As one can easily imagine, the use of call-in in informational programming, 

particularly in current-affairs talkshows, can imply strong political impacts especially for a 

democratizing society. The Chinese term of "knock-and-respond", which insinuates an action 

taken on the part of ordinary viewers and a feedback for that particular action from whomever 

concerned, gives the impression of television as being participatory and interactive, however 

superficially it may be. Though not at all unprecedented, such practice has never been as 

consequential, whether for better or for worse, as it is often assumed today. While audience 

participation has long been a common practice, it was most notably applied to entertaining 

programming such as game-shows, even which were seldom live. In news and current-affairs 

programming, live and unscripted audience participation, as in the form of call-in, remained an 

untried zone until the emergence of 2100 in a talkshow format. 

In a sense, the emergence of participatory current-affairs talkshows on Taiwan 

television, simply culminates what has already been in process, albeit painfully slow, for years 

in the society. While it remains to be seen whether they are capable of any positive 

contribution at all to the dialectic relationship between television and society, their emergence 

nonetheless marks quite a milestone in the history of Taiwan television. Being participatory in 

current-affairs discussion means above all an opening-up in the construction/production of 

what would be deemed socially significant in public discourse. This seems to touch the 

concept of fair access which, according to McQuail (1994: 140-142), calls for an open and 

equal access for available alternative voices as far as practical in a given society. Before we are 

able to explore the nature ofthat participation, in terms of its range, scope, and depth, it is still 

hard to tell if the practice of audience participation among these current-affairs talkshows, 

helps realize that concept of fair access at all. Nonetheless, an atmosphere of populist 

participation is being created, and in this sense, a breakthrough seems to take place through 

these talkshows which engage ordinary viewers talking- and more significantly, about what 

are defined as current affairs. 

3 For just a few examples, see Broadcasting Monthly 1994: October, The Journalist, 1994 Feb.27-Mar.5, Satellite 
and Cable 1994: December, Global Views 1995: January, Sinorama 1995: December, Tzai Hsuen 1995: May. 
These periodicals gave special focus to capture the phenomenon. 
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Perhaps what is even more intriguing here is that it takes the dynamics of the 

market force, which is currently gaining ground in Taiwan as in other countries, to give due 

recognition to what has already been in process for years by catering to the arising needs of 

participation through talkshow programming. It is mainly through new entrants, i.e. new 

satellite television stations such as CTN, Truth Network, and TVBS, that conventional 

standards are challenged, new frontiers of programming explored, and new blends of mixed 

programming brought into being. Among the numerous participatory talkshows that have ever 

existed, those sustainable for a recognizable period of time are mainly from channels of the so-

called new-media, rather than the long-established Three Stations that broadcast over the air. 

In fact, the old Three Stations, being much more experienced and professionalism, tend to trail 

behind when it comes to participatory programming, which is after all characterized by the 

simplicity of make-do. Participatory current-affairs talkshows, being a strategic programming 

for the new-media to compensate for what they might lack in facilities, experiences and 

professionalism, may express nothing but a mundane desire to snatch a market share as 

sustainable as possible. 

Though there is nothing special about this market logic, there is indeed something 

refreshing in its being eventually operationable in a society not yet entirely out of the shadow 

of its past authoritarian rule. The purpose of this chapter is therefore to explore what has, as 

mentioned earlier, been in process that makes possible the market-based participatory televised 

discussion in Taiwan. In the following sections, I will first focus on Taiwan society as being in 

a rapid transition towards a full representative democracy. Then I will move on to the 

television system that is undergoing radical change on its way towards a free market. Lastly I 

will examine what is termed as the call-in mania which seems to suggest a participatory zeal 

and make possible the participatory discussions on television 

1. A SOCIETY IN DEMOCRATIC TRANSITION 

When 2100: All People Open Talk was first aired in July 1994, the society was 

anticipating a series of elections to be held, first in December of the same year, then December 

in 1995, then March in 1996, then November in 1997... and so forth. Election has become an 

annual business ever since 1991 in the society (GIO, 1995) and such high frequency is 

expected to speed up the political reform process for a more representative political leadership. 

For example, the 1994 Election of local-level governors which 2100 was in time to capture 

was described by the media as "the First War Ever in the four hundred years of Taiwan 

history". Indeed, it was for the first time that the seats of Taiwan Provincial Governor, Taipei 

Mayor and Kaohsiung Mayor were released to free election, no longer assigned as before by 
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the Central government. As for the 1996 Presidential Election, it was widely recognized as 

"the first time ever in the five thousand years of Chinese civilization" (BBC, CNN, March 23 

1996). 

The term "first-time-ever" suggests something dramatic, which the media is 

certainly most sensitive about. The timely emergence of 2100 is therefore but one of the 

numerous examples of how new entrants are more daring to take risks trying a kind of 

programming still brand new to the society. But what appears dramatic in the media at certain 

historical moments has often taken time to develop, involving above all, monotonous routines, 

stalemates, and drudgeries more than the media can bear. Elections since 1994 may present 

something dramatic, but much has to be gone through before certain dramatic culmination, i.e., 

the elections with their respective first-ever nature, are ever reached. What has been happening, 

according to the government, is a "serene revolution" or quiet transformation that deserves due 

international recognition4. For the people however, it is perhaps more of a long and noisy 

process, lasting already more than a decade, bringing chaos and uncertainty along with 

freedom and prosperity. No matter what is being perceived, Taiwan's undecided status as a 

nation-state looms behind. 

1.1. Persistently Peripheral 

Taiwan's undecided status as a nation-state expresses itself in the fact that it is not 

a member of the United Nations and most international organizations. With painstaking efforts, 

it has managed to keep formal diplomatic relationships with only twenty-something small 

countries while in constant worry of losing them. Yes, this is due to the hard-core zero-sum 

game it seems unable to avoid playing against neighboring China in the international 

diplomatic arena. Back in 1981, a U.S. political scientist Edwin Winckler (quoted in Lin 1995: 

150) described that Taiwan was split like Germany and Korea, increasingly isolated as South 

Africa, while under siege and dependent on U.S. supports as Israel. The picture becomes more 

desolate as the description itself grows obsolete, not because the orphan has eventually 

claimed his share of belongings, but because those once comparable countries are generally no 

longer what they were in the early 1980s: Germany is united, the two Koreas have equal UN 

membership, South Africa is no longer isolated, even the seemingly unsolvable problem 

between Israel and its Islamic neighbors has had breakthrough progress. The cold war is over 

for all but Taiwan. 

"Serene revolution" (Ning Jing Geh Ming) is a term initiated by foreign media and adopted by local media to 
describe Taiwan's democratic achievements (see e.g. China Times, 1995: Aug.26, pp.9). "The Quiet 
Transformation" is the theme of one of the GIO's propaganda posters, which presents Taiwan as a democracy 
butterfly about to come out of its cocoon. 
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This hard-core status can be explained, but only partially, by the volatile nature of 

international politics. From Taiwan's official name, the Republic of China, one can somehow 

sense a political illusion related to the sad history of the Nationalist (Kuo Min Tang, 

abbreviated as KMT hereafter) government, wherein lies the source of the predicament. Once, 

the government was ranked with the Western powers as one of the permanent members of the 

UN Security Council and climbed to its peak of international prominence after the defeat of 

Japan in 1945. Taiwan was then returned to China from Japanese occupation. In 1949 the 

government lost control of Mainland China to the Communist and retreated to Taiwan. Even 

since, the government endeavored to fight against all odds trying to prove to the world two 

things: that it remained a loyal, determined ally in the anti-Communist West-bloc (Lin 1995), 

that it was a preserver, hence legitimate heir of authentic Chinese culture (Lee 1980). 

Intending to contrast Taiwan with the Communist Mainland, this endeavor became only more 

desperate when its archenemy, the People's Republic of China, took over its seat in the UN 

Security Council in 1971, making it diplomatically isolated ever since. 

Obviously, this has shaped the course of the development of Taiwan for which 

there has been no shortage of harsh criticisms domestically. Central to criticisms is the concern 

that the endeavor has made Taiwan persistently peripheral in two civilizations, which, as 

perceived by Hsuh Je-lin (1995a), remain hegemonic in Taiwan society today. 

1.1.1. Peripheral in Chinese Culture 

Geographical vicinity naturally leads to cultural and ethnic links between Taiwan 

and the Mainland, links not easily dismissed even in the fiercest political confrontations or the 

most creative pro-independence arguments. These links, however, became a perfect rationale 

for imposing a Mainland-oriented ideology on the island, which bears rich historical traces of 

Japanese, Dutch and Spanish influences. For the KMT government, great stakes were indeed 

involved in maintaining and nurturing this Mainland orthodoxy. First, its claim of representing 

Chinese culture, hence the Chinese population, needed to be supported by a careful projection 

of an image of neo-Confucianism. Second, its minority rule needed to be justified and secured, 

so that the 13% mainlanders who arrived after 1949 could govern over the 87% islanders5, a 

great majority of whose ancestors arrived four centuries ago. Last but not least, Taiwan was 

(and still is) in effect the KMT government's last bastion, whether simply to survive or more 

ambitiously to serve its anti-Communist purposes (including recovering the Mainland). This 

was made explicit by Chiang Kai-Shek's admonishment to his party cadres, made widely 

5 Among the 87% islanders there is about 1.7% aborigine consisting of nine tribes with Malaysian-Polynesian origins 
(see Hsu 1993). 
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known to the people through textbooks and political propaganda: "Withdraw but one more 

step, no place left even to die." 

The Mainland orthodoxy has led to a decades-long suppression of the 

islanders' political participation and of the great original cultural— at least lingual- diversity 

on the island. While identifications with the ancestral land were sanctified, a nostalgic 

mentality towards the Mainland was boosted. In strong contrast, the more natural vernacular 

affiliations became both politically and aesthetically discouraged, even forbidden. Islanders as 

well as mainlanders were taught so much to yearn for the remote Mainland, that the very land 

under their own feet was forgotten. 

1.1.2. Peripheral to the West 

As early as the 1950s, Taiwan willingly joined, hence was quickly incorporated 

into, the world system of capitalism which classifies countries and nations roughly into the 

core, the semi-peripheral and the peripheral, according to the principle of the international 

division of labor (Wallerstein, quoted in Ritzer 1992). Though a gesture of commitment to the 

private, free-enterprise system of the West-bloc, this also reflected realistic economic 

considerations on the part of the government. In a sense, the pang of an uncertain political 

future that led to tight ideological control also contributed for a determination to national 

developments in a small island with scarce natural resources but a high population density. 

Series of export-oriented central economical plans were introduced, and a trickle-down did 

happen. Widely acclaimed as an "economic miracle", Taiwan seemed to prove itself to be a 

due antithesis to the general failure of the trickle-down theory in many other developing 

countries (Lee 1980, Pang 1995). Economic achievements gradually became a new foundation 

on which the KMT regime increasingly relied, to continue justifying its rule, especially when 

the hope of recovering the Mainland grew dimmed in the 1960s and diplomatic frustrations 

grew excruciating in the 1970s. 

The export-oriented economy, which tied Taiwan to the global community and led 

to the emergence of the middle strata in the society (Hsiao 1990), helped create a poignant 

sensitivity towards the country's intertwined relationships with China and with other countries, 

mainly the west. This is in particular a painful reality which Taiwan woke up to when the 

general economic success it managed to achieve amidst great difficulties, did not contribute to 

contrasting it favorably with China until the 1989 Tien An Men Square Incident broke out (Lin 

1995). Even a favorable contrast, when available, rarely translated into more solid recognition. 

Being peripheral to China thus implies yet another peripheral fate in a west-dominant world of 

liberal democracy: A fate that can not be fought against with mere economic success, that 
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inevitably adds a burden to the KMT in its constant need to justify its rule. 

1.2. Democratization as a Survival Strategy 

Many political scientists have been exploring how democratization takes place at 

all in any society. Some emphasize social-economic preconditions, such as a high literacy rate, 

rising per capita income, urbanization, broad exposure to mass media... etc. (e.g. Lipset 1959). 

Others adopt a more structural-functional view and emphasize the ruling elite's initiative as 

principal imperatives for democratic reform (e.g. Rustow 1990, Huntington 1989, Gold/Jou 

1995, Huntington/Ding 1995). Still others treat democratic evolution as a process of calculated 

struggles and interactions between the ruling elite and the opposition (e.g. Schimitter 1986). In 

order to grasp Taiwan's democratization in its complexity, each of these arguments can be 

seen to have their respective validity, but none can stand alone as a sufficient explanation 

(Tien 1993). This being recognized, it is safe to summarize Taiwan's democratization as a 

survival strategy exerted by the KMT government after nearly a three-decade authoritarian rule. 

Aware of the everlasting need to justify its claimed legitimacy in facing ever-renewing internal 

and external threats, the KMT government transformed itself slowly and painfully from a quasi 

Leninist party-state haunted by obsolete politics in the 1950s, to a party coping, however 

awkwardly, with competitive politics in the 1990s. The whole process involves three 

recognizable stages, as documented in detail by authors in Tsang (1993), and Domes and 

Halbeisen in particular. 

1.2.1. Stage 1: Consolidation of Authoritarian Rule 

This refers to the "hard" authoritarian rule (Winckler 1984) under Chiang Kai-

shek (1949-1975). Facing the double difficulties of dealing with a potential lack of domestic 

support from the Taiwan people and an inner crisis of structural integration after the civil war, 

the KMT created a formula, i.e., the theory of "revolutionary democracy" (Hu 1993: 137) on 

the basis of which various devices and mechanisms were crafted to secure the KMT regime 

and justify its tight control. There was the formation of a party-state-military triumvirate, in 

which roles and interests of party and government were hardly differentiated. There was the 

wide and deep penetration into political and civil associations through the use of "factional 

clientialism" and "sectoral corporatism" (Hu ibid: 138), and the use of security apparatus when 

all indoctrination or co-optation failed. Even elections were appropriated for this purpose. 

Partial and limited elections were held regularly ever since 1950 but intended mainly as an 

instrumental mechanism to consolidate its rule in the very root of society (Hu ibid). There 

were oppositions during this time, mainly led by non-partisan mainlander intellectuals whose 
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pens were only too easily crashed by swords. 

Given its tough nature, this period still has its significance for Taiwan's 

democratization. Above all, it provided relative political stability based on which the national 

developmental projects were made successful and social affluence and plurality were made 

possible. 

1.2.2. Stage 2: Taiwanization and Incipient Pluralization 

The transformation of the KMT did not begin until Chiang Ching-Kuo (the junior 

Chiang) took power and started his "soft" authoritarian rule (1976-1986, Winkler 1984). In 

1972 when CCK was the Premier, important positions began to be assigned to native 

Taiwanese who were previously denied access to power. Thereafter, Taiwan's political system 

started to change, though characteristically in a zigzag style. Two major developments, namely, 

the Taiwanization of the political decision-making bodies and the incipient pluralization of the 

political system, were initiated, and began to dominate Taiwan politics in succeeding years. 

This was mainly due to a realistic recognition of changing social and international conditions6 

which made popular support for the ruling elite an increasing necessity. But the two 

developments also led to the intra-party group formation within the KMT, increasingly 

challenged by indigenous oppositions arising from the recurring elections. Originally intended 

to win support for the KMT and contain oppositions at local levels, elections gradually became 

the most effective mechanism that promoted political socialization and incited political par

ticipation, thus became a convenient inroad into politics for oppositions (Hu 1993). As 

confrontational tactics were increasingly used by oppositions in campaigns and seemed to gain 

more and more momentum, the KMT became a divided party with three major groupings. 

They were: the traditionalists who stressed the priority of national security hence the 

authoritarian features, the Reformists who argued for expanding the parameters of 

participation and political competition in a controlled and managed process, and the 

Centralists who attempted to strike a balance in-between by emphasizing economic growth 

(Domes 1993, Tien 1993, Halbeisen 1993). 

Though frequently held back, Taiwanization and pluralization within the parry 

started creating tolerance for oppositions, now mainly native born and identified themselves as 

Tang-wai (outside the Party). Following numerous thwarted attempts to organize among 

themselves, Tang-wai pohticians finally succeeded in establishing their formal associations in 

1984 and in 1985, with the KMT's tolerance encouraged by CCK. This eventually led to the 

6 The two energy crises in 1973-4 and 1978-9, and the U.S. de-recognition in 1979, were the main factors that 
promoted this realistic recognition. 
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formation of the Democratic Progressive Party (the DPP) in September 1986, before such 

action was officially legalized. Thus a new stage was ready for competitive politics. 

1.2.3. Stage 3: Transition to Competitive Politics 

This refers to the stage from 1986 onwards. Much was left to be resolved before 

competitive politics could materialize beyond mere tolerance. Among others, the 

representativeness of the parliaments7 grew absurd, as the seats open for "supplementary" 

elections were limited while those aging and ailing senior members, being the human 

foundation for the KMT's claimed representation for the Mainland, occupied the great 

majority of the seats8. Formally organized at the national level, oppositions became more 

articulate in their demands, while the KMT increasingly faced a loss of credibility among the 

politically active population as a result of growing discrepancies between its self-

characterization as a democracy and the maintenance of a martial law regime with 

unrepresentative parliaments. This led to three milestones in the democratization process: the 

lifting of the thirty-eight years long Emergency Decree (the Martial Law) in July 1987, of most 

restrictions on newspapers and periodicals on January 1988, shortly before CCK died, and the 

final legalization of new political parties in January 1989. Immediately the 1989 local election 

attracted candidates from fourteen parties, though the real game was between the KMT and 

DDP. 

Yet the proliferation of political parties did not immediately translate into 

pluralization within the parliaments, whose representativeness was increasingly interrogated in 

parliamentary debates. Physical clashes even followed as verbal confrontations between KMT 

and DDP members, between KMT's senior and junior members, intensified. The 

parliamentary noise and chaos were echoed by those from mushrooming street demonstrations 

of all sorts, which were forbidden before. While the island was haunted by arising social 

movements (Hsu and Sung 1990), sentiments against the obsolete parliamentary structure 

increased to the degree that senior members finally agreed to be pensioned off by December 

1991. A complete renewal of members by election thus was enabled in 1991 for National 

Assembly (NA) and 1992 for the Legislative Yuan (LY). 

As the parliaments were opened up for complete elections, the speed and content 

n 

Taiwan has three central parliaments: the National Assembly (NA), the Legislative Yuan (LY), and the Control 
Yuan (CY). Members of the last one, are in charge of the impeachment of government officials when necessary. 

Senior members were those who got elected in 1948 in the Mainland and thus endowed with a mandate to stay in 
parliaments and never needed to be examined by elections. Supplementary elections, which began in 1969, were 
intended to fill the vacancies left by senior members after they died. 
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of the political reform process could no longer be controlled by the KMT without the usually 

unconditional supports of senior members. The reform spirit was high in its momentum, but 

noise and chaos went on, at the cost of government efficiency and apparently without a sure 

direction. Since Lee Teng-Hui, CCK's hand-picked successor, was native born, doubts about 

his sincerity for reunification with China spread among KMT's traditionalists. As intra-party 

rifts deepened, a breakaway took form and led to the establishment of the New Party in August 

1993. Even the much younger DDP, split into two as its more radical members grew 

suspicious of the party's official stance on the independence/reunification issue. In 1996, there 

arose yet another party called the Nation-Building Party, whose strength is yet to be examined 

in the coming elections9. 

1.3. The Rise of New Taiwan Identity 

The progress from obsolete politics to competitive politics has taken half century 

to make, but now the latter seems to operate in a way defined by the former— which is, after all, 

reluctant to be obsolete at all. The progress is therefore somewhat entangled, as time and 

energy have been invested heavily on the apparently either-or issue of independence versus 

reunification. Ideological conflicts, caused by different perceptions of Taiwan's relationship 

with China, jam parliamentary discussions and hamper government administration. Politicians 

find it hard not to take a side on the issue which defines the political spectrum of Taiwan today: 

A spectrum that ranges from the extreme Chinese orthodoxists to the central pragmatists and 

further to the pro-independence fundamentalists. In other words, competitive politics in the 

mid-1990s seem quite a shadow or echo of the legacy the KMT regime brought to the island 

and has tried hard to survive or outgrow. This brings up a questioning of Taiwan's identity. 

1.3.1. Questioning Taiwan's Identity 

Until the late 1980s, discussing or questioning Taiwan's identity was a political 

taboo in Taiwan, with sensitive and dangerous implications. Domestically, this implied 

challenging the very legitimacy of the KMT's rule together with its official definition of the 

island's special and sacred role in Chinese national politics. Such challenge could lead to an 

exclusion, and potentially violent expulsion, of mainlanders who arrived Taiwan after 1949 

with the KMT. Internationally, this hinted the uniqueness of Taiwan which could serve as the 

In the 1997 Local Election for county magistrates and townships mayors, the Nation-Building Party was 
entirely defeated, marking the quagmire of a new party solely based upon the ideology of Taiwan Independence. 
The pro-Unification New Party, which enjoyed a great victory in the 1994 election, seems to share a similar 
fate as it got only about 0.2% rate of vote in the 1997 Election. While these two parties now strive hard to 
recover in the parliament election in December 1998, the general social-political atmosphere tends to be more 
pragmatic and middle-lined on the issue of Independence/unification. 
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very base for self determination, even for a further declaration of independence as a new 

nation-state. Any development in such a direction, however minimally potential, would raise 

tensions in Peking across the strait and strengthen its determination not to renounce the use of 

force against Taiwan. 

Being such a political dynamite, the question was nonetheless addressed by 

Hsiang Tu Wen Hsué (Vernacularist Literature) which emerged in the 1960s but expanded in 

the early 1970s in a response to the suppression of indigenity, rapid industrialization and inter

national setbacks. As part of an effort to examine their roots, Hsiang Tu activists braved 

political taboos and introduced early Taiwanese writers who were active from Japanese period 

well into the KMT's take-over, but all either died or disappeared after the February 28 Incident 

in 1947 when thousands of disillusioned islanders uprising against the KMT were killed (Lai et 

al. 1991). Worth noting here is a novel, The orphan of Asia, which examined Taiwanese life 

under the Japanese rule10 and vividly captured Taiwan's fate under changing foreign rule since 

the Dutch Occupation (1624-61). For some activists, the KMT-mainlander hegemony was just 

yet another foreign rule. 

The sense of being an international orphan, however, was not something exclusive 

of islanders, nor the Hsiang Tu Movement that evolved to its peak in the mid-1970s. Involving 

both mainlander and islander writers in heated debates, the movement featured for the first 

time an open deliberation on what was termed as "Taiwanese Awareness" and "Chinese 

Awareness". According to Hsiao (1989), there was actually no clear-cut separation between 

islander and mainlander writers among those who took either side. It was essentially a 

vernacularist social concern that necessarily led to a strong sense of locality, hence it brought 

up various critiques of the KMT hegemony. The movement was halted in the late 1970s when 

many activists, again mainlander and islander, were jailed as a result of the KMT's interven

tions. 

1.3.2. Vernacularism, Residential ism, New-Taiwanianism 

Though with an ever-strong contrast between Taiwanesness and Chineseness, the 

society could no longer be the same after getting a taste of open debate regarding its own 

identity. Even the KMT learned that it could no longer monopolize the definition of Taiwan's 

role, nor arbitrate the collective will. Helped by its own Taiwanization policy, a new found 

commitment to the island, particularly among mainlanders, was boosted as shown in the mid 

1980s by some popular films and songs, and in particular by CCK himself who said in 1987 

10 Another novel, Potsdam Section Chief, also by the same author and written just after the KMT's take-over, 
bleakly addressed a different form of occupation. 
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that he was a Taiwanese after nearly 40 years of stay. The commitment to Taiwan seemed to 

grow stronger as Taiwan became more liberalized and pluralized. Yet nothing confirmed that 

commitment more strongly or ironically than a real visit back to their Motherland, which the 

KMT officially legalized in late 1988 (GIO 1995). The contrast between the two societies, as 

depicted by Hu (1991), served only to reinforce a sense of Taiwan distinctiveness, rather than 

its essential Chineseness. 

Thus, there appeared appeals for a broader, inclusive vernacularism which had its 

first expressions in the Hsiang Tu Movement (Hsiao 1989). Indeed, a careful conscious choice 

of terms was exercised as Lee Yee-Yuen (1989) advocated a more inclusive "residential 

awareness" in lieu of the potentially exclusive vernacular awareness. The inclusive approach 

became better grounded in 1992 when the KMT made an official apology to the families of the 

victims in the 1947 February 28 Tragedy (Lai et al. 1991) and marked a new beginning for 

reconciliation. Further symbolic steps were taken the following years. In 1995, Mr. Chen, a 

DDP islander and first elected Taipei Major, celebrated the 50th Anniversary of Taiwan 

Recovery by choosing for the ceremony a peanut sign which symbolized "taking root in the 

local ground" (LouDi Sheng Gen). In 1996, Mr. Sung, a KMT mainlander and the first elected 

provincial governor, asserted a "new-Taiwanianism" which not only embraced all residents 

regardless of their ancestries, but also expressed a KMT determination to treat Taiwan as the 

very center of its mentality (e.g. China Times Editorial 1995, Wu 1996). 

Yet what can Taiwan do with the new arising identity when, haunted nonetheless 

by obsolete politics, its undecided status as a nation-state persists? While this is beyond the 

scope of this essay, it is worth giving it a passing note here. Based on the shared awareness of 

the rising identity, efforts have been made to either theorize "a newly emerging people" so as 

to validate Taiwan as a nation state (e.g. Wang 1964/1993, Hsu Ji-Duen, 1993, Hsu Hsin-Liang 

199511) or claim "we are our own center" (Chiu 1995) even if positioned peripherally. Some 

venture to envision a unique position for Taiwan by boosting "a philosophy of co-existence" in 

international community that currently wears the straitjacket of the concept of nation-state 

(Hsuh 1995b). Whatever efforts there are, Taiwan is now a society with many voices and 

noises that seem to agree on nothing except the arising new Taiwan identity, though even this 

is still perceived with varying mixtures of Taiwaneseness and Chineseness. 

2. TELEVISION IN A FREE-MARKET TRANSITION 

What has been the role of television in Taiwan's relatively serene democratic 

Hsu Hsin-Liang establishes and chairs the Foundation of Newly Emerging People, based on his own theory. 
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transition that eventually has made possible participatory discussion on current affairs in the 

mid-1990s? Given the authoritarian nature of the party/state, the role has been predictably 

limited, if any at all. According to Jiang (1993: 3), there were two major "totems of taboo" in 

Taiwan, the first was the term "Taiwan", the second were the electronic media. Under much 

tighter control than the print media, as typical of the broadcasting media everywhere, 

television remained unaffected by the momentum of democratization derived from the lifting 

of the Emergency Decree in 1987, which liberalized newspapers a half year later. As criticism 

grew intensified and the tide of legitimacy for continuing the tight control was receding, 

however, a milestone was reached in July 1993 when underground cable-TV was legalized. 

This then triggered a privatization trend and led to the widely recognized "electronic war" in 

the mid-1990s. 

As we have noted, it was mainly the need to survive or to legitimize its rule that 

eventually led the KMT to identify with Taiwan, thus liberating the society from what Jiang 

termed as the first taboo. To lift the second taboo which involved television, it was only 

natural that similar cautions and calculations would be exercised by the KMT, which, after all, 

had much at stake as the old order was being challenged. Indeed, there has been no shortage of 

criticisms, suspicions or accusations that held the KMT responsible for lacking the rules to the 

game in a multichannel environment now pushed by intricately mtertwining political and 

commercial elements. Thus as we will see below, blazed in the electronic war, with an equally 

uncertain future, are the old three oligopolies and the new entrants. 

2.1. The Old Oligopolies 

The old oligopolies are the three over-the-air stations usually lumped together and 

referred to as "The Three Stations", namely, the Taiwan Television Company (TTV, since 

1962), the China Television Company (CTV, since 1969), and the Chinese Television System 

(CTS, since 1971). These three dominated the old order of a medium which a great majority of 

people depended upon for leisure and information (Chang Ji-Gao 1994). Even today, the Three 

still dominate, in a sense, with advantages from their better professional expertise, much wider 

range of reach and no charge on viewers, all of which cable/satelliOte stations cannot compete 

with. Being fully advertising-financed ever since their respective inception, they are rather 

commercial by nature, and can be seen as a tiny replica of the Three Networks in the U.S. Yet 

the ironical part here is that they have been the very embodiments of the decade-old party-

state-military triumvirate which, though gradually breaking up in the burgeoning multi-party 

politics of the mid-1990s, have left a huge enduring legacy for the foreseeable future. 
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2.1.1. Embodying the Party-state-military Triumvirate 

That the party-state-military triumvirate has monopolized the electronic media, 

and television (hence the Three Stations) in particular, as its "transmission belts", is now a 

widely acknowledged fact. Just how this triumvirate exercised its control has become an 

interesting question since 1988 for many who examine it from different aspects, such as 

channel and frequency management and allocations (Tzeng 1993, Su 1993), legislative 

regulations (Lin and Liu 1993, Chang Jeng-Hsiu 1993), ownership control (Wang 1993, Chang 

Mei-Mang 1997), and news reporting (Hsué 1988, Suen 1993a, 1993b, Chang Meng-Heh 

1992), and dialect policies (Su 1992). The more it is explored, the more exposed is the depth 

and range of control which seems so resistant that it is still well felt today. As observed by 

Wang (ibid), the enduring nature of such control hardly touched by time comes from the direct 

interference in organizational management ensured by the Boards which reflect capital 

structure. Wang details the alteration of the Three Stations' capital structure through the 

decades and shows that basically, TTV is owned by the Provincial Government of Taiwan, 

CTV by the KMT, while CTS by the Defense Ministry12. He also details the high-position 

assignments and shows how well controlled they have been. A breakthrough seemed to take 

place in 1996, however, when TTV's new General Manager was chosen from its own senior 

executives for the first time. This proved only a short-term deviation as a senior party cadre 

was assigned to take over the top management position in Spring 1998. 

Ownership and management control is in effect the core of the various 

mechanisms that the party-state applies to ensure, above all, the loyalty of television to its rule. 

It is mainly out of this concern that since 1975 the Three Stations, as well as other media 

organizations, have been put under the supervision of the Government Information Office 

(GIO) set up specifically for that purpose (Chang Ji-Gao 1994, Gu 1995). It was in the same 

light that television's officially proclaimed "dual mission" (both political and cultural), as 

enshrined in the grand preconceived goal of a Chinese unity, should be grasped. The concern 

seems so enduring that even the KMT's own Taiwanization and pluralization, or the general 

democratization could never make any difference, let alone professional considerations. Hence, 

significant omission, or intentional distortions, particularly in news, continue to frustrate not 

only minority voices but also TV-news professionals (see e.g. Sheng 1994). In 1993 the first 

open protest was made by a CTS anchor who won the Best Anchor of the Year from the GIO-

12 The capital structure of each station, which reflects their respective history, has changed through time. Currently, 
TTV has 49.95% shares by Provincial Government, CTV has 68% by the KMT while CTS has nearly 80% by the 
Defense Ministry and its affiliates (Wang 1993). The less percentage of shares owned by the government might 
explain why TTVs news is recognized as relatively more trusted over the years and its anchors enjoy relative 
autonomy (seeHsié et al. 1993, Chang 1994,). 
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sponsored Golden Bell Awards for broadcasting professionals. To the great embarrassment of 

the GIO, the winner declared at the ceremony that the award was actually meant to be "the 

Best Puppet" (Hsié et al. 1993). This frankness made explicit the very predicament of the 

Three Stations in practicing journalism, even till today. 

2.1.2. Symbolizing the Profit-maximizing Commercialism 

It is indeed contradictory that with the assigned "dual mission", the Three Stations 

should end up engaging themselves in relentless commercial competitions that led to the 

widely condemned decades-old common denominator syndrome and content homogeneity: 

news scheduled against news, variety shows against variety shows, and melodrama against 

melodrama, etc. This has its historical roots, however. First of all was the two 

Chiangs' understanding of art and media, hence television, at best a mouthpiece to propagate 

and at least an instrument to entertain. As long as nothing was ideologically wrong or too 

vulgarly offensive, it would simply go unregulated, as reflected by the habitual delay and 

neglect in legislation13. Secondly, television was seen as a timely showcase through which the 

government wished to show its commitment to the then American-led West-Bloc and to 

contrast itself with Communist China (Lee 1980). Hence, an American commercial model of 

programming was imported. As the poverty of national economy in the 1960s made 

impossible other alternatives, advertising financing was adopted for TTV, and taken-for-

grantedly extended to CTV and CTS14. Following the steady economic growth of the country, 

the Three proved more and more lucrative after a short-term difficulty. This was certainly 

encouraging for the KMT regime which grew increasingly dependent on economic success for 

its legitimacy. But the consequence was the gradual formation of three oligopolies in the 

television industry which ended up paying mere lip service to their "dual mission" with token 

programs scheduled at odd hours. 

Ideologically controlled yet commercially unregulated, the Three oligopolies 

together have created a "depoliticized" television culture, as deplored by oppositionists and 

media critics. According to them, such depoliticization has been deliberated by the KMT so as 

13 The 1976 Broadcasting Law, the first-ever of its kind, didn't appear until 14 years after television had been on air, 
and has remained almost intact with but slight revision in 1982 and 1993. In December 1997, the GIO finally 
published "the Broadcasting White Paper", which offers a detailed description of recent broadcasting developments 
and relevant legislation, e.g., the 1993 Cable Act, the 1995 Satellite Television Law (see news reports in China 
Times 1997, May 28, pp. 5,1997 Dec. 7, pp. 5.). 

14 This also explains the inclusion of willing Japanese TV companies and reluctant private interests in TTVs 
ownership shares. Private interests have increased from 11% (1962) to 31% (1993) while Japanese shares decreased 
from 40% (1962) to 19.98% (1993). As TTV began to profit in 1967, CTV and CTS have, since their inception, 
also incorporated very willing private interests, which currently account for 24% CTV shares and 13% CTS shares 
(see Chang 1994, Wang 1993). 
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to distract or deviate public attentions from politics, while at the same time creating a 

privileged class in the industry whose loyalty to the KMT hegemony could be ensured through 

the status quo in which they profiteered. Eruptions of this anger against the 

bureaucratic/commercial duopoly has been sporadic until early 1995 when a better organized 

movement, which called for an entire withdrawal of the party-state-mihtary triumvirate from 

the Three Stations, was initiated (see Section 3). In the face of increasing pressure, GIO started 

talking about the idea of floating the Three Stations' shares in stock market to dilute control, 

though by December 1998, the Three remain what they have been. 

2.2. New Entrants 

In contrast to the old three establishments, there are four groups of new entrants 

who have joined the television industry. The first is the budding Public Television Service 

(PTS), the second are other over-the-air stations like the Three, the third, cable operators. 

There is one thing common among them all: they emerged because of tastes and interests 

unserved by the Three Stations. The last group even remained illegal until no longer possible 

for the government to ban, but to give recognition to instead, however reluctantly. 

2.2.1. Public Service 

Ever since the late 1960s there have been appeals for establishing a public service 

institution to correct the predominantly commercial pursuits of the Three. An abandon of the 

commercial system was first called for, then a mixed economy with a weak public service and 

a strong commercial service was proposed. Neither had any effect until 1983 when a two-stage 

plan for preparing a public service institution was initiated by the government. From May 1984 

onwards, a humble existence of public service, financed and supervised by GIO, did 

materialize, with 15 hours per week aired on time-slots which the Three Stations were obliged 

to offer (five hours each). In 1986, the second stage of the plan began with a fund set up to 

commission for the original public service on the one hand and prepare a real institution 

(Chinese Public Service Television—CPTV) with its own channel(s) on the other. In 1990, an 

ad hoc team for physical preparation and a committee for legislative preparation, associated 

with the GIO, were established with a promise to institutionalize CPTV within three years. 

The whole task evolved into a controversy, however, when CPTV's finance15 

triggered heated debates in later years in which the "black hand" of the government was 

suspected and the necessity to have a public service at all grew questioned. Even CPTV's 

1 Two main sources of finance for CPTV have been proposed. 1. The willing government, which implies CPTV 
would be a government station, 2. The reluctant Three Stations with their lucrative advertising revenues. 
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originally borrowed time-slots could not be secured, as the Three Stations, who wanted a freer 

hand to compete with the burgeoning cable-TV, grudged against CPTV's occupation of the 

weekly five hours, including the 21:00-21:30 primetime slot. As a result, CPTV programs were 

squeezed out to even odder slots while the Public Television Bill, CPTV's legislative base, 

failed to pass the Legislative Yuan (LY) again and again, though drafted and revised many 

times (Shen 1995). In 1995 and 1996, CPTV tried, along with other activities to appeal for 

public supports, airing some of its programs produced by its own staff in an effort to stop the 

serious brain-drain caused by its uncertain future. In January 1997, the CPTV Act was rejected 

by LY once again. This led to a decision by the KMT in April to abandon CPTV entirely, due 

to the seemingly endless and unresolvable debates on the source of finance, the definition of 

the role of the planned CPTV in an multichannel environment, and again the feasibility of 

public service at a time when the idea seemed obsolete worldwide. As the name of public 

service remained a magnet to many, the Act was somehow quickly rescued from the dust bin, 

passed in May 1997. CPTV was renamed as PTS and scheduled to begin its service on January 

1998. With a half year of delay, PTS finally had its première in July 1998, unsurprisingly 

minimized and drowned in the multichannel system16. It is now financed by the government 

(and will remain so in the initial years) and supervised by the GIO (see also GIO 1998,1999). 

2.2.2. The New Over-the-Air Stations) 

Increasing requests from DDP politicians and criticisms from non-partisan 

intellectuals led to a gradual release of electronic frequencies by the Defense Ministry for 

private applications in the early 1990s. The introduction of new over-the-air stations other than 

the old Three thus became possible. For a long time wishing to counterbalance the KMT 

hegemony presented on the Three Stations, DPP made great efforts to compete with two other 

commercial interest groups to acquire the license for the Fourth, to the degree of threatening 

the GIO that they would resort to "non-peaceful" means in protest, if they failed to be licensed. 

In June 1995 DPP finally defeated other competitors and got the license, thus began preparing 

for the inauguration of their Formosa Television (Min-Jien Chuen-Min Television). In the 

meantime, the GIO announced the availability of more over-the-air TV frequencies, one 

national and eleven regional, for private application as well. As usual this attracted the 

attention of commercial and political groups. While the regional stations in particular are 

magnetic to local pohticians, the Fifth over-the-air station has been licensed to a commercial 

group since 1997 but remain off service by December 1998. 

PTV has managed to maintain only an average ratings of 0.05% ever since, thus much criticized (China 
Times April 3, 1999) 
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Though expected to be rid of the hard-core bureaucratic/commercial duopoly of 

the Three (e.g. Tang 1995, Min 1995, Lin 1997), these new over-the-air stations cannot but 

raise suspicions that they would be a mere extension of the old ones, that is, either commercial 

or political, if not both. Running an over-the-air station is after all an expensive business in 

which power and money tend to intertwine. No wonder DPP's Formosa had to delay its 

inauguration, mainly due to great financial difficulties and disputes among different DPP 

fractions regarding the nature of Formosa. As financial sustainabiliry seemed something 

tougher than acquiring the license, there were conflicting views on whether Formosa should be 

a DPP station, a commercial one, or one that sticks to the ideal of neutrality and publicness. It 

was, nonetheless, generally agreed that Formosa should be a station specialized in Taiwan's 

indigenity. Strong political stances and financial shortages eventually made Formosa a 

controversy as many depressed professionals quit and foreign capitals was sought. While the 

latter in particular was a violation of ownership laws, the two incidents seemed rather ironical 

for Formosa's proclaimed goal and for its much-hailed role in media reform movement (Lin 

1996)17. In April 1997, Formosa finally started its first broadcasting with limited fare. By 1998, 

it has managed to offer full fare, though amid constant internal rifts. 

2.2.3. Cable Operators 

So far real counterbalances and challenges to the Three have come most 

significantly from the booming cable industry in which two major groups of players can be 

specified, as in the 1993 Cable Law. The first group refers to channel operators, i.e. those in 

the business of channel provision. There were about 100 of them in January 1997 but now 

around 150 in 1998 (GIO 1998), offering about 60-70 channels. The second group refers to 

district-based system operators who are basically responsible for cable installations and 

distributing cable signals, in a total of 51 districts divided by GIO. After radical mergers and 

acquisitions, there are 103 registered system operators by October 1998, a great drop indeed 

from 143 in 1996 and the original 204 in November 1994 (GIO 1998, 1999). The number is 

predicted to become less and less until there is only one left in each district, as is often so 

pushed by the invisible hand of the market18. The second group refers to the now more than 

100 channel operators (by January 199719) who provide the programming, self-produced or not, 

via satellite or the more old-fashioned videotape transmission. Charging a viewership-based 

loyalty from system operators, they rely mainly on system operators for distribution, as there 

17 

See related news reports in China Times, 1995, Nov. 14, pp.5. Independent Morning Post 1995, Mar.13, pp.7 
and Jun. 18, pp.7. 

System operators rely mainly on subscription fees paid by hooked households, about USS25-30 per month per 
household in urban area. 
19 

See related news report in China Times 1997, Jan. 5, pp. 43. 
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are much more cabled households than those equipped with KU-band dish antenna legalized 

earlier in 1988. The interdependence between the two groups inevitably leads to constant 

horizontal and vertical integration in the new industry due to considerations for economy of 

scale and scope (see e.g. Deng 1995, Chang Bao-Cheng 1996, Chow et al. 1997). 

Whatever the integration will result in, it is undeniable that together these two 

groups increasingly threaten the Three in terms of audience ratings, advertising revenues and 

brain drain due to a drastic increase of cable penetration since 1990 as shown below in the 

following Table 6:1. 

Table 6:1 Cable Penetration in Taiwan 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
18% 27% 

. 2 
50% 

3 
62% 71% 80% (estimated) 

Sources: SRT/Nielsori 

As Taiwan has a total of 5.4 million television households, the statistics suggest that there are 

about 4 million cabled households now. With such high penetration, how serious are cable-

TV's threats to the Three? In terms of brain drain, the answer is simple, since the new industry 

depends mainly on those professionals frustrated by thus defecting from the Three for a 

passable daily operation. If in terms of audience ratings and advertising revenues, the question 

becomes more subtle since there would be different answers for different times, and different 

stances would certainly lead to different interpretations of whatever survey results were 

available. Nonetheless, the Three's advertising revenues, which for decades have been in 

steady growth, have declined since 1995 while cable-TV's have been enjoying a happy 

increase. The contrast is shown in Table 6:2 below: 

Table 6:2 Advertising Revenues of The Three and Cable-TV (in USD million*) 

1993 1994 1995 19% 
the Three 900 1,100 1,090 1,051 
Cable-TV 22 44 74 300 (estimated) 
Based on 1996 exchange rate: 1:27 

Source: China Times, Economy Dailies 
21 

The decrease, as argued by many, may be still minimal but already enough to alert 

the Three, since they entirely depend on advertising revenues while channel operators in 

particular are keen to glean as much advertising as possible. More optimistic operators even 

predict that cable-TV will occupy 30% of television advertising in 1996 due to frequent 

20 These statistics are from Ruan 1996, Hwang 1995a. The SRT/Nielson estimation for 1996 is quoted in Hwang 
1995a. 

The original statistics are in Taiwan currency and collected from various sources such as the Association of 
Advertising Agencies (quoted in GIO 1995), Lin and Chen (1994) and Hwang (1995). The Three's advertising 
revenues were NTS 24.7 billion in 1993, 30 billion in 1994,29.6 billion in 1995, and 28.4 billion in 1996. In contrast, 
cable advertising has been arising from 0.7 billion in 1993 to 1.4 billion in 1994, then to 2.0 billion in 1995. 
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election campaigns. As for audience ratings on which advertising revenues are based, the 

Three seem to suffer a more significant decline. According to SRT/Nielson's people-meter 

based Survey Research Taiwan, the Three's viewership share (20:00-21:00) has decreased 

from 72% in January 1994 to 54% in November 1995, while cable's share increased from 28% 

to 46%22. As the percentage of turned-on TV sets remain more or less the same as before 

cable-TV was legalized, this suggests that the new industry does not seem to attract more 

people to watch television more, rather merely to draw viewers away from the Three (Ruan 

1996). 

Despite with all its promising future as an industry, cable-TV's contributions to 

the long-term stagnant television culture are quite ambivalent. The most laudable ones are 

perhaps the vigor it has brought to news and current-affairs programming by making the 

Taiwanese dialect more spoken, oppositions more positively visible, and local events covered 

more for non-Taipei viewers. Competitions in news and current-affairs programming in 

particular become so intensified that there are not only longer and more frequent newscasts, 

but also a proliferation of news programming which partly contributes to the mushrooming of 

current-affairs talkshows. There is plenty of much condemned drawbacks, however, such as an 

increasing merge of entertainment and information, a confusing indistinguishabihty between 

programs and commercials, a tilt towards sensationalist programming in all genres, and last 

but not least, too many repetitions due to too many time-slots and channels to feed. Though 

generally bringing more choices to viewers, especially if compared with what is available on 

the Three channels, cable-TV seems to show some tendency of content homogeneity as 

channel operators intensify their competition with the Three for the lucrative television 

advertising pie worth more than US$ 1,000 million a year. The commercial logic that binds the 

Three seems to bind cable-TV all the more (see e.g. Huang 1995, Deng 1995), while political 

influences on cable-TV, which will be elaborated in Section 3, have more various sources than 

those for the Three. 

Given all this ambivalence in contributions, cable-TV still bears not only 

viewers' hope of counterbalancing the Three but also the government's hope for its project of 

an "Asian Pacific Media Center" aimed at boosting Taiwan's leadership, through the dynamics 

of private interests, in the global Mandarin film and television market (Lin Ro-Shu 1996). As 

deplored by many, however, the industry seems quite "a crippled media giant" (Chung 1995: 

7), born from an unhealthy ground and regulated by a law which is itself a product of 

compromise with no vision at all. While it is beyond the scope of this essay to further explore 

22 The survey's viewership includes both cabled and uncabled households. If concentrated on cabled households, 
cable TVs share should be more. 
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this, the ailment of the young industry can nonetheless be exemplified by the frequent rifts 

between system operators and channel operators whenever their contracts have to be renewed, 

and the sometimes violent fights among different system operators who compete for an 

overlapping market. The immediate victims, however, are viewers, since they cannot receive 

what they have paid for whenever the problem erupts again (see e.g. Lin Wei-Juenl99523). 

This leads to an expectation of a booming KU-band dish antenna market24, as suggested by Liu 

(1997)25 who said that perhaps only direct-to-home service by satellite could ensure no further 

neglects of viewers' rights. 

As if echoing the uncertain future that confronts Taiwan's political 

democratization, recent television developments in Taiwan promise nothing more concrete 

than politics. Along its way, the ever-intensifying competition claims many casualties, among 

which public service television is but the most pathetic. While the old order commanded by 

the Three has already collapsed, a new order is yet foreseeable as endless merges, acquisitions, 

and television diversification continue the shakeout process. One thing is sure, however, that 

Taiwan television remains nonetheless an arena mainly for pohtical and commercial elites as 

before, though the KMT's "structural hegemony" is no longer. All laws related to television 

are currently under study for either revision (the 1993 Cable Law, the 1995 Satellite Television 

Law) or re-drafting (the Broadcasting Law to be replaced by the Broadcasting General Law). 

The broadcasting war that brazes the competitors and the viewers burns the government (GIO) 

as well. 

3. THE CALL-IN MANIA: 
A SIGN OF PARTICIPATION ZEAL? 

If the relentless war inevitably intensifies the industry's tendency to lump faceless 

viewers together for the convenience of rating, it is certainly a positive sign that efforts are 

somehow being made at the level of programming to allow participatory discussions especially 

on current-affairs. This is of particular significance when television has long been criticized as 

"depoliticized" and essentially seen as a source of entertainment (Kwang 1986). Consistently 

confirmed by research carried out at different time (Lin 1977, Kwang 1982/1986, Pan et al. 

1975,1984,1986,1988,1993) television's informational role has been rather weak especially 

for more educated people who tend to rely more on newspapers and magazines instead Indeed, 

9-2 

For related news reports see also Taiwan Daily 1996: Dec. 7, China Times 1997: Jan. 10, 1998: Jan. 1,3. 

For a related news report see China Times 1997, March 6. 

25 See also Chow et al. 1997. 
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before January 1988 when the restrictions on newspapers (regarding pages per issue and new 

registrations) were relaxed, it was mainly through magazines, underground or legal, that 

alternative information (particularly that of oppositions) was made available. As there was no 

ban on new registrations of periodicals, any magazine cracked down by the government easily 

re-emerged with a new title. 

With a far easier availability and accessibility, however, television news bulletins 

in particular remained a conveniently relied-on source of information for a great majority of 

people even in the era of Emergence Decree (Pan et al. ibid). The charm of television naturally 

inspired those who wished to counterbalance the KMT hegemony more efficiently, thus it 

paved the way for a "re-politicization" of the medium. If the call-in mania since 1993 is to be 

grasped, a closer look at the repoliticization of television is needed. 

3.1. The Re-politicization of Television 

The re-politicization of television can be dated back to the mid-1980s when 

dissidents and DPP oppositionists started their "guerrilla war of images" in an effort to 

counterbalance the KMT-controlled Three Stations. "The Green Group" and "the Third Image 

Workshop" were thus established in late 1986 and mid-1987 respectively (Heh 1993). Using 

simple equipment, they captured the mushrooming social and political movements expressed 

in various forms such as assembly, demonstrations, confrontations, or even head-on clashes 

between the police and the participants, which were but typical of the time. The events and 

activities were packaged rather quickly into videotapes and then distributed via street-vendors, 

the offices of elected DPP politicians or large protest gatherings of laborers, farmers, or 

environmentalists. Thus with the combination of television sets and VCRs, alternative views 

on any social or political incidents were available, and the hegemonic interpretations as 

presented by Three Stations were attacked. 

Though this did encourage the continuation of those involved in whatever 

movements were recorded in the videotapes, such a guerrilla war of images was undeniably 

sporadic and marginal if compared with the highly professionally organized established media 

power. This sporadic and marginal nature did not change in 1989 when something more 

expensive was tried in the form of an over-the-air station, "The Green Television". With its 

signals receivable only in the vicinity of two kilometers, the station had only a short span of 

existence before being cracked down on by the GIO. Something more solid and with a wider 

range did appear later when the illegal cable-TV was first appropriated for channeling voices 

unheard on the established channels. On February 28,1997 (the memorial anniversary, see Lai 

et al. 1991), the first Democratic Cable-TV Station was launched by DPP in Taipei. By 
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September of the same year, there were already 21 chained democratic stations in the island 

specializing mainly in airing parliamentary discussions to the public. In the meantime, they 

initiated a movement that called for the liberalization of television, though without much 

consequence (Tseng 1991). In 1992, a more aggressive move was taken as these democratic 

stations started airing their own news reporting. A microphone marked "DTV' was seen 

appearing even on channels of the Three Stations (Tsao 1992). 

The appropriation of cable-TV by DPP marked a new era indeed for television By 

this, new dynamics were introduced into the underground cable industry previously without 

any production efforts at all. Emerging in 1969 as "Community Antenna Television" aimed to 

improve the reception of signals from the three Stations, cable-TV evolved into a profiteering 

medium characterized by an over-provision of porno, violence and copyright violations since 

alternative programming was initiated in 1979 to quench consumers' grudges of content 

homogeneity. Though bringing more choices, the ever-flourishing underground cable-TV, in 

defiance of the GIO's crack-downs, merely reinforced the depoliticization of television until 

the emergence of the DDP democratic stations that re-politicized television in a more 

organized way (Tang and Chuang 1994, Deng 1995, Huang 1995, Wang 1984). 

Such re-politicization has had its drawbacks, however. The mushrooming of pro-

DPP democratic stations naturally alerted the KMT which started its own cable/satellite 

adventure under the name of Po-Hsin in 1992 when the liberation policy of frequencies and 

channels and the Cable Law were still under study. Thus the leading KMT has become not 

only the arbiter of the game but also one of the players in the game. As political competitions 

in the new media grew heated in the midst of controversies and criticisms that called for an 

entire withdrawal of political parties from television, the GIO announced "Broadcasting Policy 

Guidelines" and a "Draft of Basic Broadcasting Principles" in May 1996 as a response, in 

which political parties were to be banned from broadcasting ownership. As what could be 

expected, protests and resistance from political parties, particularly the KMT, have been great. 

By May 1998, the guidelines and principles are still under parliamentary debates. Just what 

this re-politicization of television through ownership competition will lead to remains to be 

seen. 

3.2. The Call-in Mania on the Underground Radio 

While the re-politicization of television paved the way for the "call-in mania" on 

television in the mid-1990s, it was underground call-in radio that triggered the mania in 1993 

and pushed it towards television before itself trailing off in mid-1996. In fact, call-in 

informational programming was initiated by a KMT-owned CBC Radio with CBC Hotline 
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launched in 1987 and Peaktime Dialogue in 1991, the latter in particular was popular among 

the white-collared class. But a much greater impact was from underground radio intended to 

subvert the established broadcasting order. What underground call-in radio did was essentially 

a guerrilla war of voices which echoed to the guerrilla war of images in the mid-1980s. Both 

were caused by the enduring monopoly of the broadcasting media by the KMT/State, yet the 

former had to be understood against the background of Post-Emergency Decree era in which 

the KMT/State monopoly proved much too resistant while more and more voices were seeking 

for channels of expression. The fact that underground radio created such an explosion-like 

political fever makes it far exceed the similar guerrilla war of the mid-1980s which engaged 

only a small bunch of dissidents. 

Like many other underground movements, underground radio had something to do 

with the DDP which endlessly endeavored to battle against the KMT hegemony. It began with 

All People's Radio (Chuen Ming Radio) established for the 1992 election campaign with very 

low power therefore only receivable by outdoor listeners. But it was not until late 1993 when 

Mr. Hsu Rong-Chi, once a host in All People's, started his own station, Voice of Taiwan, that 

the whole dramatic development in the following years was triggered. Hailed as "Radio 

Robinhood" (Nan 1994: 40), the "Broadcasting Messiah", the "Terminator of the KMT" (Lin 

Yin-Ting 1995: 47), Mr. Hsu pioneered live, grass-root, critical discussions on the news, using 

the Taiwan dialect and engaging listeners mainly from the lower strata of the society. With a 

slogan "Just one NT dollar and you'll be the master!" (i.e. the cost for making a call to the 

station), he aroused the participation zeal of ordinary people for public affairs ranging from tax 

to education, from relationship with China to bureaucratic rigidity. Because of him and other 

volunteer hosts, many high-ranking government officers, at home or at office, were often 

"raided" with endless calls that held them in relentless interrogations by callers and the host, 

which were aired simultaneously. There were times that the KMT headquarters and 

government's buildings were even besieged by his taxi-driver listeners whose amazing loyalty 

and mobility dreaded the authorities. Cracked down several times but rescued by those taxi-

drivers who rushed to the station at the host's request, the Voice of Taiwan was eventually 

forced to disappear from the air in late 1994 after yet another crack-down that ended up in 

bloodshed. 

Perhaps Mr. Hsu was a bit extreme as an example, in terms of his charismatic 

charm, particularly for taxi-drivers. But the way he played with call-in did inspire many other 

followers who wished to advocate something and appreciated the advantages of underground 

radio. By comparison, underground radio was a low-cost investment with high effects. Being 

underground meant more than anything else an unregulated freedom of expression in various 

programming aspects ranging from the lingual and ideological to the thematic and formatie, 
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which was not shared by legal radio due to legislative restrictions. Another advantage was that 

by simply ignoring the legal process for applying for a license, one could evade the minimum 

entry capital, that is, US$ 1,48 million, as required by law to start a radio station26. Thus, most 

underground radio stations were assembled with much cheaper equipment and staffed with 

volunteer hosts, along with frequencies acquired not from official allocations, but from self 

exploration instead. Not surprisingly, the high threshold of entry capital set up by the 

Enforcement Rules of the Broadcasting and Television Law were harshly criticized as a 

deliberate design to secure radio as an exclusive game for the rich and the elite. 

Against the background of the KMT monopoly, the low-cost and make-shift 

underground radio stations enjoyed a great legitimacy among their supporters. Using call-in as 

a strategy to know who and where their listeners were, these underground stations became 

convenient outlets for what had been long-suppressed deep within the society and was eager 

for expression. The result was often the occupation of certain programs by callers while the 

hosts became mere phone operators (Chen Jao-Ru 1994). The participatory atmosphere took 

such command that conventional programming boundaries were easily subverted. The concept 

of a broadcasting time-slot, for example, did not seem to exist as the hosts mediated the whole 

morning or afternoon between callers who functioned as the main reporters and commentators, 

exploring to the full their three-minute "mastership" realized by a mere call, and persistently 

questioning whatever remained unanswered regardless of time lapse or host/program shifts. 

Conversations carried on as freely as imaginable, with callers sharing, debating, squabbling 

about the news of the day, news that were mixed with gossip and given interpretations 

previously mutually conflicting but then gradually homogenized in a way that corresponded to 

what the hosts would prefer. This meant that the host and his/her radio channel nonetheless 

defined certain boundaries for participation27, leading to the emergence of a new electronic 

community from a certain social group unrecognized by established channels. 

Within those ultimate boundaries of participation, the great legitimacy enjoyed by 

underground radio stations tended to sanctify almost every attribute they had in their generally 

amateur and experimental performance. The frequent use of vulgar and offensive language by 

callers, for example, was hailed as fresh, natural, authentic, vigorous, directly from the people 

in contrast to the elegant, polite, and quality-proof language heard on legal radio which was 

condemned as canned, artificial, hypocritical and from the power elite (Chen Fang-Ming, 

26 The Voice of Taiwan, for example, was started with only US$40 thousand spent on the purchase of the needed 
equipments for airing within the Grand Taipei area. Hsu Rong-Cih therefore referred to underground radio as 
"street vendor", (see Chen Jien-Hsuin 1994:47) 

2 An article titled A Day in Taiwan's Media, A Day in Media's Taiwan (see Hsié 1994) gives a very vivid 
description of how such call-in radio conversations were carried out 
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1994). While there was perhaps a certain truth in such dichotomy, the legitimacy enjoyed by 

underground radio was doomed to be short-lived in a society and a broadcasting environment 

already in transition yet pushed forward even faster by underground call-in radio itself. As 

legal radio started to adopt the call-in format in 1995, call-in gradually became established and 

even evolved into mainstream programming in 1996, the participatory charm of underground 

stations inevitably faded. Many of them started to transform themselves by emerging from the 

underground yet seeking with increasing difficulty a niche in the highly liberalized 

environment of mid-1996 which their emergence had contributed to bringing about. As the 

government was pushed to its edge, the liberation policy was carried out in a great rush. 

Liberalization inevitably led to commercial competitions, the sweet bitter taste of 

which has long been tasted by the first ever underground radio station, All People's, ever since 

it emerged from the underground and became a private, commercial station trying hard to be 

professionally refined in order to be competitive. Nearing mid-1996, the good old days of 

underground radio could already be seen as over, as the once famous underground radio 

stations such as Formosa New Voice and the Voice of Southern Taiwan were transformed into 

entertainment-oriented stations while Voice of Taiwan chose to close down along with many 

others28. This seemed but a natural development for Hsu Rong Chi, the Radio Robinhood, who 

predicted in mid-1994: "I see it rather clearly. We share the same fate with the oppositionist 

magazines back in the mid-1980s. Once the taboo is broken, we will have fulfilled our 

functions and no longer need to exist." (Lin Yin-Ting 1995:47) 

3.3. The Call-in Mania on Television 

Though appropriated by underground radio for political purposes with a shocking 

impact, call-in programming emerged on Taiwan television as early as 1964 when a soft 

human-interest informational program was launched by TTV and with great success (Sheng 

1995). Since then, there had been no attempts at any harder participatory informational 

programming, nor call-in programming further explored until 1991 when more active audience 

participation was introduced to an old elite talkshow, the CTS News Plaza. It still took the 

form of a debate where scholars, experts and government officials were invited to express their 

often conflicting views on a controversial issue in front of a studio audience. Yet through call-

in or message-leaving on answering machines, home audiences could also voice their own 

opinions. Though quite innovative in the early 1990s, it was scheduled on Sunday noontime 

28 

Green Peace, the once underground but now legalized station which has been much more culture-oriented than 
politics-oriented is still trying hard to stick to its cultural ideal, though with surmounting difficulty. Financed by 
donations from listeners for its establishment, the station wishes to keep its promise to maintain its role as "people's 
radio station". 
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(11:00-12:00) (ROC Television Yearbook 1992-3). Such low frequency and the odd time-slot 

made it much less popular if compared with CBC Radio's Peaktime Dialogue- a weekday 

talkshow with the same host, similar package, and scheduled in rush hour (17:30-18:00) for 

commuters. Furthermore, great cautions were exercised to make sure that everything was well-

controlled such that camera work could be interrupted in the middle of the live and par

ticipatory debate (Yang 1997). 

In mid-1994 a change took place when the call-in talkshow format itself became a 

hot social issue. With Voice of Taiwan spearheading what its owner Hsu Rong Chi proudly 

hailed as "direct democracy" but its critics doubted as being prone to electronic terrorism (Luo 

1994), a recognizable market seemed to emerge for live and participatory opinion program

ming. Overshadowed by the party/state and burdened by their bureaucratic traditions, the 

Three Stations were very slow to respond to the signs of the time, which made Lee Tao, the 

cross-media host of CTS News Plaza and Peaktime Dialogue, increasingly impatient. Being 

the only television personality by then that had ever had the experience of hosting live 

participatory debates, Lee had for a long time dreamed of a real neutral chair with neither 

external constraints nor compulsory self-censorship (Lin Yin-Ting 1995: 48). Soon he joined 

TVBS, which started in 1993 as a joint venture of Hong Kong and Taiwan media tycoons 

targeting the Taiwan market, in competition with StarTV (Wang 1998)29. Thus the CTS News 

Plaza was brought to TVBS and became Plaza Lee Tao, which suggested an emphasis on the 

host's personality. Being Hong Kong based and transmitted via satellite, TVBS was not subject 

to Taiwan's rigid broadcasting legislation or regulations, therefore Lee enjoyed a much freer 

hand than before. Yet he did not make a real hit until 2100: All People Open Talk emerged in 

August 1, 1994, as a weekday primetime program that appealed directly to popular 

participation, as suggested by the name. 

While the host's personality or hosting style remained essential for a talkshow, 

being live and participatory in particular gave a timely charm to what underground radio call-

in had already called forth. Indeed, the quick-built prestige and popularity of 2100 signified the 

mood of the time, well grasped by the arising private television, quick in building up its own 

strong distribution network of cable systems30. Shortly in late August 1994, the program 

became the first satellite program that ever defeated the Three Stations in weekday primetime 

audience ratings. By the end of 1994, it had established itself as a program capable of both 

29 

StarTV, a Rupert Mordoch adventure in Asia and especially in the Chinese market, started its premiere in 1991 
with five fully advertising-financed channels. It was the first satellite station that competed for Taiwan's advertising 
expenditure O^ung 1994). TVBS was the second. 
30 By the end of 1994, TVBS's viewership had already occupied 95.9% of all cable households (Lin Yin-Ting 1995: 
49, see also Wang 1998) 
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capturing and following up top controversial issues of the day and engaging an average 30% of 

cabled households to talk about them (Lin Ying -Ting 1995, Wang 1998). Since then, its 

ratings have remained somewhere between the rosiest 18% and the lowest 8%, both cabled 

and uncabled households included31, depending mainly on the controversiality of the topic 

under discussion. Such strategic scheduling success brought about two immediate results: The 

first one was the mushrooming of news talk prograrnrning, participatory or not, since many 

cable stations were encouraged to establish their own news departments. The second was the 

proliferation of live and participatory talk programming, ranging from the profound to the 

profoundly trivial, on TVBS itself and other cable/satellite channels, even overflowing to the 

Three Stations. 

Through such mushrooming and proliferation, television joined the call-in mania 

triggered by underground radio, making live and participatory news talk programming an 

established primetime programming on new stations. Particularly in campaign seasons, cable 

television viewers who graze around the available 60 or 70 channels easily come across 

programs in which politicians of different parties argue among themselves on topics which are 

highly politically charged. There is a certain freshness for viewers who have long grown tired 

of the Three Stations' news programming which barely offers a highly selected description of 

what happened but never any explanation of why it happened. More intriguing is that the 

topics under discussion tend to lay bare what have been covered or suppressed but remain 

alive and kicking down deep in society, i.e., issues that touch the age-old problems such as 

independence versus re-unification, islander majority versus mainlander minority, Taiwan's 

international position... etc. Even various aspects of government failure and social ailments are 

brought out to be examined by the national audience. The juxtaposition of conflicting 

opinions, which is after all the characteristic of talkshow programming, inevitably leads to the 

consequence that the high-decibels of oppositionist arguments are reinforced while the old 

KMT logic is forever forced on the defensive. Such contrast certainly alerts the KMT which 

cannot but encourage its more eloquent mouths to join the televised debates. 

Compared with the early years, this is a re-politicization of television with totally 

different implications. As we have seen, the ownership competition as reflected by pro-DDP 

democratic stations and the excluding effect of underground radio call-in have led to the 

mtertwining of political power and media power. Clear-cut political positions are thus taken 

and the homogenization of opinions in programming becomes inevitable, which even live and 

participatory prograrriming such as call-in only functions to strengthen. Thus, the ideal of the 

broadcasting media as public utilities, becomes nullified in the intensified political 

31 * 

These statistics are a rough conclusion based on various reports in newspapers and magazines. 
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competition. With the emergence of news talk programming that takes the form of a public 

debate, however, that particular ideal seems to have a high chance of resurrection. Through the 

mundane quest of audience ratings by the advertising financed cable/satellite stations, a 

heterogeneity of arguments seems to replace a homogeneity of opinions, as there is a built-in 

diversity of opinions through the choice of guests who normally represent different positions. 

Unlike underground radio where opinion minorities tended to be scared away by the callers of 

certain social groups attracted by the station or the host, live and participatory news talk 

programs on television tends to welcome a diversity of opinions from callers or live audiences. 

"Beyond the Three Stations and underground radio, there is a market called 

'detachment and impartiality' which is the only space left for our survival..." thus comments 

Yu Fu, a veteran political cartoonist and talkshow host on new cable/satellite channels (Lin 

Yin-Ting 1995: 35). In a sense, this is quite shared by those engaged in the new trend of news 

talk programming. Lee Tao's 2100 in particular takes great pains trying to at least appear 

neutral and disinterested, since according to him, any sign of bias, however unintentionally, 

would invite immediate protests or accusations by audiences, making it difficult or even 

impossible to continue the programming (ibid: 48). Wang Wei-Chung, TVBS' Vice General 

Manager, shares their observations when he says, "We cannot compete with the Three Stations 

as they are strong and with much wider reach... When we found issue-oriented news talk are 

welcome, we realized that our strength comes from our openness, free hand and speed in news 

information progrananing." (ibid: 49). Together with Yu Fu, Lee Tao, he seems to echo what 

McQuail (1992: 186) refers to as the commercial reasons for the rise of objectivity as a 

criterion for news information: 

The more that news information is regarded as a tradable commodity, the more 
advantageous it is to offer a "product" with the widest appeal, causing least 
offence to potential news distributors, advertising clients or consumers. 

But it has taken more than three decades for Taiwan television to eventually give a 

freer hand for concepts such as objectivity, neutrality, and openness. Under a high pressure for 

survival in an era of multichannel competition, live and participatory news talk programming 

seems to spearhead further explorations of these journalistic concepts, more than any other 

traditional information programming. To the degree that it facilitates an access to television for 

a participatory construction of information, its role in Taiwan's democratization is laudable. 

4. CONCLUSION 

"I have no malice. I don't seek for any benefits from any parties or factions, nor do 

I wish to destroy the society. I just want to provide a space for people to talk and for more 
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people to view." This is a rationale by which Mr. Chiu Fu-Sheng, TVBS' Taiwan boss, tries to 

release himself from the high pressure on him because of various live and participatory news 

talk programming which TVBS has seemed to take the lead from the very beginning. 

According to him, the host and the reporters may have a slip of tongue, or any caller may drop 

anything embarrassing at any moment, thus TVBS may invite criticisms from those who have 

a set position on any issue under discussion. The rationale seems to work for Mr. Chiu, who 

regards himself as essentially in the risky business of entertainment but perhaps has to bear the 

burden of pleasing none in opinion programming (Lin Yin-Ting: 50, see also Wang 1998). 

Being able to be relaxed with such a rationale, however, is very indicative of 

something perhaps far beyond what the television tycoon may be concerned with. Indeed, there 

has been a big change in the society that makes such relief possible at all for someone in the 

business of selling "hot air" for whatever purposes. Simply reviewing the society and the 

television system in their recent intertwining transition, one learns that behind the simple 

feeling of being relaxed lies the great complexity of a long process. As we have discussed in 

this chapter, this is a process from top-down to bottom-up, from feeling peripheral to a self-

affrrmarion of dignity and identity, from de-politicization to re-politicization. It is nearing the 

last stage of this long process that live and participatory news talk programming emerges, 

engaging the whole nation/society in the seemingly never-ending talk that takes place every 

weekday, in the prime-time evening, and in the private home. 
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